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PRESS RELEASE 
 
 
 

SES-1 SATELLITE OF SES WORLD SKIES NOW OPERATIONAL 

New capacity at 101 degrees West frees up AMC-2 and AMC-4 satellites 
for new missions at new orbital locations 

 
   Princeton, NJ – June 21, 2010 - SES WORLD SKIES, a division of SES S.A. 
(Euronext Paris and Luxembourg Stock Exchange: SESG), today announced that its 
SES-1 satellite has entered commercial service at the orbital location of 101 degrees 
West. 
 
   Built by Orbital Sciences, SES-1 was successfully launched onboard an ILS-Proton 
Breeze M rocket on April 24, 2010. The spacecraft replaces AMC-2 and AMC-4 at the 
key orbital location of 101 degrees West over North America, and is used to feed TV 
programming into virtually every cable network in the U.S.  
 
   Rob Bednarek, President and CEO of SES WORLD SKIES, stated: “The successful 
bringing into use of SES-1 is the stepping stone of our fleet renewal programme over 
North America. The smooth transition of our customers’ traffic to the brand-new SES-1 
satellite frees up the AMC-2 and AMC-4 spacecraft for new missions at new orbital 
slots.” 
 
 
   About SES-1 

SES-1 is a hybrid C- and Ku-band spacecraft that provides coverage of the 50 U.S. 
states from the orbital location of 101 degrees West. SES-1 is part of an SES contract 
with Orbital Sciences for the provision of up to five virtually identical satellites in order to 
replenish SES’ North American satellite fleet. The SES satellites are based on Orbital’s 
enhanced STARTM 2.4 bus, the largest and most powerful communications satellite the 
company builds. SES-1 carries 24 active C-band and 24 Ku-band transponders of 36 
MHz capacity each. Six of the channels in each band can be cross-strapped to the 
opposite band, enabling new service capability. The spacecraft generates 
approximately five kilowatts of payload power and has two 2.3 meter deployable 
reflectors. 
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SES WORLD SKIES is the new division of SES, created through the combination of the 
former SES NEW SKIES and SES AMERICOM. The company operates a fleet of 27 
satellites - part of the 44 spacecraft of the SES group - delivering services as diverse as 
television distribution and broadcast, internet access, data transmission and business 
and government communications to customers worldwide. SES WORLD SKIES 
currently has four additional satellites under construction. The company's unique 
customer-focused approach allows it to offer the best satellite solutions for a host of 
business and government requirements, with a view toward helping customers meet 
their short-term challenges and realize their longer-term goals. SES WORLD SKIES 
comprises a world-class team of customer care and technical professionals located in 
Princeton (NJ), The Hague, Washington, D.C., Singapore, Beijing, London, Sao Paulo, 
Mexico City, Sydney, Accra and Johannesburg. Visit www.ses.com for more 
information. 
 
About SES 

SES (Euronext Paris and Luxembourg Stock Exchange: SESG) wholly owns the 
market-leading satellite operators SES ASTRA and SES WORLD SKIES and 
participations in Ciel in Canada, QuetzSat in Mexico as well as a strategic participation 
in satellite infrastructure start-up O3b Networks. SES provides outstanding satellite 
communications solutions via a global fleet of 44 satellites. For further information: 
www.ses.com 
 

 


